Box 1:

Faculty Meetings Minutes and Notes
- Division of Consumer Sciences Faculty Meetings Minutes and Notes, (2 folders), 1993-95
- Agriculture and Consumer Economics Department Faculty Meeting Correspondence and Minutes, (16 folders), 1996-2010

Search Committee for Assistant Professor of Consumer Economics
- Meeting Minutes and Notes, 1994-95
- Interview correspondence and notes, 1995
- New Faculty Position Proposal Correspondence, 1997-2000

Consumer Sciences Faculty and Agricultural Economics Department Merger
- Correspondence, 1993-94
- Transition Committee Official Documents, 1993-94
- Dean’s Proposal and Reaction Correspondence and Memoranda, 1993
- Consumer Sciences, Transition Committee Correspondence and Meeting Notes, 1994

College of Agriculture, Consumer, and Environmental Sciences
- Teaching College Course/Peer Observation, 1997
- Promotion and Tenure Committee, (3 folders), 1998-99, 2002-04
- College Research Awards Selection Committee Correspondence, 2003
- Andrew Isserman, ACE Strategic Review, Vision, Assessment, and Suggested Actions, Strategic Planning Reports, 2005-06
- Strategic Intent Reports, 2006
- Policy Committee Meeting Agenda and Minutes, 2007-08

Graduate Program
- Graduate Programs Subcommittee Reports, 1994
- Graduate Program Committee (GPC) Correspondence and Reports, (2 folders), 1995-97
- ACE Graduate Program, 2001
- Graduate Admissions and Recruiting Committee Reports and Notes (GARC), (3 folders), 2007-08

Undergraduate Program
- Consumer Economics Program Leader, 1993-94
- Family and Consumer Economics Undergraduate Program Correspondence, 1994-95
- Consumer Economics Program Meeting Correspondence and Notes, 1995
- Committee Meeting Correspondence and Notes, (2 folders), 2004-06
- Educational Policy Committee Agenda, 2008-09

Chancellor’s Committee on the Status of Women Notes and Report, 2001
Box 2:

Course Materials

[Includes hand-written lecture notes, empty exam templates, and exam answer keys.]

ACE 476, (9 folders), 2004-10, 2011-13
FACE 370, (3 folders), 1979, 1989, 1994
Human Capital Problem, 1982
Allocation of Time and Sexual Division of Labor, 1982
Becker *Treatise on the Family* Notes, 1982
FACE 493, Advanced Family Economics Lecture, 1980

Box 3:

National Council on State Legislature Legal Data Set on Child Support Legislation Photocopies, ca. 1979